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Why Consider Extra D?Why Consider Extra D?

String theory: at least six unseen String theory: at least six unseen 
dimsdims
General Relativity: why 4?General Relativity: why 4?
New ways of approaching old New ways of approaching old 
problemsproblems
Cosmology: still many unanswered Cosmology: still many unanswered 
questionsquestions
Hierarchy, flavor, Hierarchy, flavor, GUTsGUTs



Key New FeaturesKey New Features

Particles can be separated in extra Particles can be separated in extra 
dimensionsdimensions--e.ge.g.: protects against .: protects against 
FCNCFCNC’’ss
New length scales: New length scales: sizesize and and 
curvaturecurvature
New scenarios for strongly New scenarios for strongly 
interacting theoriesinteracting theories



and and SizeSize??
What do extra dimensions look like?What do extra dimensions look like?
How many?How many?
What shape?What shape?
How big are they?How big are they?
Are they all the same?Are they all the same?



NumberNumber
We donWe don’’t know how manyt know how many
Up to six (seven?) in string theoryUp to six (seven?) in string theory
But for particle physics, weBut for particle physics, we’’re only re only 
interested in ones that are bigger than the interested in ones that are bigger than the 
Planck scalePlanck scale
You might have thought only very big You might have thought only very big 
ones have observable consequences but ones have observable consequences but 
not truenot true……
Even small dimensions can constrain Even small dimensions can constrain 
interactions and therefore predictionsinteractions and therefore predictions



Extra dimension can be curled upExtra dimension can be curled up
Can be simple (circle, Can be simple (circle, torustorus))
Complicated (Complicated (CalabiCalabi--YauYau))
They can be bounded between They can be bounded between 
branesbranes
They can be flat or they can be They can be flat or they can be 
warpedwarped
Depends on energyDepends on energy——EinsteinEinstein’’s s EqnsEqns



Size Limit?Size Limit?

Depends on setDepends on set--upup
Bounds come from Bounds come from KaluzaKaluza--Klein (KK) Klein (KK) 
modesmodes
Fingerprints of extra dimensionsFingerprints of extra dimensions
From a 4D perspective, they are From a 4D perspective, they are 
particles with extraparticles with extra--dimensional dimensional 
momentummomentum
KK masses depend on quantized KK masses depend on quantized 
values of values of momentamomenta



KK ModesKK Modes

Particles with Particles with 
extraextra--dimensional dimensional 
momentummomentum
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What to Look ForWhat to Look For
If extra dimension near experimental If extra dimension near experimental 
boundbound
And particles are in the bulkAnd particles are in the bulk
You will see heavy partners of all particlesYou will see heavy partners of all particles
Partners of the electron will be fermionsPartners of the electron will be fermions
Not bosons as in SUSYNot bosons as in SUSY
Partners should all have similar massesPartners should all have similar masses
If very lucky, would see more than oneIf very lucky, would see more than one
Would then be easier to test extra dim Would then be easier to test extra dim 
hypothesishypothesis



Bound on Extra dimensionBound on Extra dimension

If flat extra dimension of size rIf flat extra dimension of size r
m~1/r , 2/r, 3/rm~1/r , 2/r, 3/r……
If all particles are in the bulkIf all particles are in the bulk
All particles would have KK partnersAll particles would have KK partners
We havenWe haven’’t seen additional charged t seen additional charged 
particles up to particles up to m~TeVm~TeV
Extra dimensions have to be smaller Extra dimensions have to be smaller 
than 10than 10--1717



With With BranesBranes??

Space can be bounded between Space can be bounded between 
branesbranes; not rolled; not rolled--upup
More importantly for More importantly for exptexpt
Particles can be confined to Particles can be confined to branesbranes
ArkaniArkani--HamedHamed, , DimopoulosDimopoulos, , DvaliDvali
(ADD) looked at extreme situation(ADD) looked at extreme situation
Everything but gravity on a Everything but gravity on a branebrane





Gravity differentGravity different

Gravity has to be in the bulk:Gravity has to be in the bulk:

GravityGravity--geometry connectiongeometry connection
GR: all sources of energy influence GR: all sources of energy influence 
gravitygravity
String theory: open strings vs. String theory: open strings vs. 
closedclosed--stringsstrings



SM Particles on SM Particles on BranesBranes

All bounds come All bounds come 
from gravityfrom gravity
AdelbergerAdelberger--HeckelHeckel
EotEot--Wash Wash 
experiment puts experiment puts 
bound at about bound at about 
0.2 mm0.2 mm
Current bound on Current bound on 
sizesize



BranesBranes that Distort Spacethat Distort Space

Bound on extra dimensionBound on extra dimension’’s size s size 
changes when changes when branesbranes and the bulk and the bulk 
carry energycarry energy
They can distort spaceThey can distort space
In fact, so much that an infinite extra In fact, so much that an infinite extra 
dimension is possibledimension is possible
Gravitational field (and graviton) get Gravitational field (and graviton) get 
localized near a localized near a branebrane



DIFFERENT DIFFERENT branebrane scenario: scenario: 
Warped GeometryWarped Geometry

dsds22=e=e--krkr((--dtdt22+dx+dx22)+dr)+dr22
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Warped Geometry and Size BoundWarped Geometry and Size Bound

With warped geometry, extra With warped geometry, extra 
dimension can be infinitedimension can be infinite
Gravity and graviton localizedGravity and graviton localized
In region depending on curvatureIn region depending on curvature

SUMMARY:SUMMARY:
No No branesbranes: 10: 10--1717 cmcm
With With branesbranes, 0.2 cm, 0.2 cm
With With branesbranes and curvature: infinite!and curvature: infinite!



Extra Dimensions and PPExtra Dimensions and PP

Hierarchy ProblemHierarchy Problem
Question of why gravity is so weakQuestion of why gravity is so weak
With extra dimensions, new With extra dimensions, new 
explanationsexplanations
ADD: gravity is diluted in an extra ADD: gravity is diluted in an extra 
dimensiondimension
RS1: space is warped so gravity is RS1: space is warped so gravity is 
weak in some places but not in weak in some places but not in 
othersothers



ADDADD
MMPlPl

22=M=M**
n+2n+2 RRnn

To address hierarchy, MTo address hierarchy, M**~~TeVTeV
R large to get  big Planck massR large to get  big Planck mass
How large depends on number of dHow large depends on number of d
n=1: billion km (nope)n=1: billion km (nope)
n=2: mm (marginal)n=2: mm (marginal)
n=3: nm (OK)n=3: nm (OK)
……
N=6: 10 fm (fine)N=6: 10 fm (fine)



How to Find Them?How to Find Them?

Look for KK modesLook for KK modes
But KK modes only couple with But KK modes only couple with 
gravitational strengthgravitational strength
Gravity, astrophysical testsGravity, astrophysical tests
Also Also colliderscolliders: there are a lot of them!: there are a lot of them!
σσ~(1/M~(1/MPlPl
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When When E~TeVE~TeV, substantial KK production, substantial KK production



quantum gravity at collidersquantum gravity at colliders

because we are on a brane, 2 SM particles
can collide to produce a single massive
graviton

the graviton the graviton ““escapesescapes””
into the extra dimensions into the extra dimensions 
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Searches for monojet and missing energy signature: present and 
future



RS1RS1

Add another Add another branebrane to warped to warped 
scenarioscenario
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Planck brane:

Gravitybrane

TeV brane:

Weak brane:



RS1RS1

No large dimension necessary to No large dimension necessary to 
explain weakness of gravityexplain weakness of gravity
GravitonGraviton’’s interaction is s interaction is 
exponentially exponentially suppressed away from suppressed away from 
““GravitybraneGravitybrane””
Gravity is weak everywhere except Gravity is weak everywhere except 
GravitybraneGravitybrane
Mass hierarchy Mass hierarchy naturalnatural on on 
WeakbraneWeakbrane!!



RS1RS1
Another way to see that hierarchy is Another way to see that hierarchy is 
natural is to rescalenatural is to rescale
Since only a single graviton with only a Since only a single graviton with only a 
single interaction strengthsingle interaction strength
Can reproduce suppressed graviton Can reproduce suppressed graviton 
amplitude by amplitude by recalingrecaling all massesall masses
In other words, In other words, TeVTeV mass natural on mass natural on 
WeakbraneWeakbrane
In fact, all masses should be In fact, all masses should be TeVTeV
KK modes, 5D black holes, strong gauge KK modes, 5D black holes, strong gauge 
interactionsinteractions



RS1 SignaturesRS1 Signatures
Experimental consequences very Experimental consequences very 
distinctivedistinctive
KK modes interact not with PlanckKK modes interact not with Planck--
suppressed interactionssuppressed interactions
TeVTeV--suppressed interactions!suppressed interactions!
Means resonances produced and decay in Means resonances produced and decay in 
detectordetector
Will look like true resonancesWill look like true resonances——
If weIf we’’re lucky, we can even see they are re lucky, we can even see they are 
spinspin--2.2.
Very dramatic signals if RS1 correctVery dramatic signals if RS1 correct



collider signals would be dramatically different

H. Davoudiasl, J. Hewett, T. Rizzo



graviton graviton hashas spin 2spin 2
M=1.5 TeV 100fb-1

Angular distributions



Other Signatures ?Other Signatures ?
Unlike ADD, RS1 dimension is not very big Unlike ADD, RS1 dimension is not very big 
That means gauge interactions, particles That means gauge interactions, particles 
can be in the bulkcan be in the bulk
If thatIf that’’s true, there will be KK resonances s true, there will be KK resonances 
of charged particles too (not just graviton)of charged particles too (not just graviton)
Furthermore, can get unification in this Furthermore, can get unification in this 
picturepicture
TeVTeV max energy on max energy on WeakbraneWeakbrane but but 
energies up to Planck energy explored in energies up to Planck energy explored in 
bulkbulk



New Topic: SequesteringNew Topic: Sequestering

Extra dimensions have potential to Extra dimensions have potential to 
address other problems as well.address other problems as well.
So far, weSo far, we’’ve exploited new distance ve exploited new distance 
scales and geometryscales and geometry
But simple fact that particles can be But simple fact that particles can be 
separated can also have important separated can also have important 
consequencesconsequences
For For supersymmetrysupersymmetry, for example, for example



Two Two branesbranes: SUSY broken on 2nd: SUSY broken on 2nd

SM
SUSY Partners

SUSY Breaking

SUSY breaking 
communicated by 
gravity



GauginoGaugino Masses: Different!Masses: Different!

Neutral wino
Charged Wino

Photino

Gluino

150 GeV

WINO LSP!

WEIRD 
SPECTRUM

LSP

WINO 



Feng,Randall
Su, Strassler

Feng
Randall 
Su 
Strassler

Short 
stopped 
tracks

Tiny 
mass 
splitting

Tiny 
mass 
splitting



Light Wino ProductionLight Wino Production

Can search for winos now! Signature of extra dimension—even 
though very small

Very hard to get this spectrum without extra dimensions



SearchSearch

Look for short stopped tracksLook for short stopped tracks
Evidence of Wino LSPEvidence of Wino LSP
With near degeneracy of charged, neutral With near degeneracy of charged, neutral 
statesstates
Also new ways to look for dark matterAlso new ways to look for dark matter
Winos interact more strongly Winos interact more strongly 
Extra dim even give new ideas for SUSYExtra dim even give new ideas for SUSY--
And new ways to search!And new ways to search!



ConclusionsConclusions

Just a sample of new ideasJust a sample of new ideas
Lots of possibilities with extra Lots of possibilities with extra 
dimensionsdimensions
More to come (next talkMore to come (next talk……))
Distinctive experimental signaturesDistinctive experimental signatures
Pays off to think about how to find Pays off to think about how to find 
themthem
Will be useful, no matter what turns Will be useful, no matter what turns 
out to be thereout to be there


